
QUINCE, CAMEO Noted for its double peach-pink flowers and compact shape. It is a 
dense, broad-rounded, deciduous shrub with often-tangled, spiny-
tipped twigs. It typically grows to 3-4’ tall and to 4-5’ wide. Peach-pink 
double flowers bloom, often in profusion, before the leaves fully unfold 
in an early spring bloom. Flowers are followed by hard, yellowish-green 
fruits that may acquire red tinges as they mature in autumn. Quinces 
are edible, but usually are considered too bitter to be eaten directly 
from the shrub. No fall color. Full sun to part shade    Zone 4-8  

 

 

QUINCE, ORANGE STORM Noted for producing an early spring bloom of double orange flowers 
that resemble camellias. This is a dense, broad-rounded, thornless, 
deciduous shrub that typically grows to 3-4' tall and as wide. Bold 
orange double flowers bloom, often in profusion, before the leaves fully 
unfold in an early spring bloom. Plants do not produce fruit. Oval to 
oblong, glossy dark green leaves. No fall color. Sun to part sun   Zone 5-9

 

 

QUINCE, PINK STORM Noted for producing an early spring bloom of double scarlet red flowers 
that resemble camellias. This is a dense, broad-rounded, thornless, 
deciduous shrub that typically grows to 3-4' tall and as wide. Bold 
scarlet red double flowers bloom, often in profusion, before the leaves 
fully unfold in an early spring bloom. Plants do not produce fruit. Oval to 
oblong, glossy dark green leaves. No fall color. Sun to part sun   Zone 5-9 
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QUINCE, SCARLET STORM  Noted for producing an early spring bloom of double scarlet red flowers 
that resemble camellias. This is a dense, broad-rounded, thornless, 
deciduous shrub that typically grows to 3-4' tall and as wide. Bold 
scarlet red double flowers bloom, often in profusion, before the leaves 
fully unfold in an early spring bloom. Plants do not produce fruit. Oval to 
oblong, glossy dark green leaves. No fall color. Sun to part sun   Zone 5-9 

  

 

QUINCE, TEXAS SCARLET It is a dense, broad-rounded, deciduous shrub with often-tangled, 
occasionally spiny-tipped twigs. It typically grows to 3-4’ tall and to 4-5’ 
wide. Single watermelon red flowers bloom, often in profusion, before 
the leaves fully unfold in an early spring bloom. Flowers are followed by 
hard, yellowish-green fruits that may acquire red tinges as they mature 
in autumn. Quinces are edible, but usually are considered too bitter to 
be eaten directly from the shrub. No fall color. Full sun    Zone 5-9  

 

  

RHAMNUS, FINELINE Fantastic fern-like foliage gives this Buckthorn a unique texture. It has a 
narrow, upright habit and grows 5-7 feet tall. Use it to create narrow 
hedges or screens or as an accent specimen.  Produces very little fruit. 
Full sun to part shade   Zone 2 
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RHODO. CAPISTRANO This is a yellow-flowering David Leach hybrid. It is a dense, mound-

forming, evergreen shrub which typically grows to a mature height of 3-

5' tall and 5-6' wide. Large tresses of lemon yellow flowers appear in 

spring (mid-season). Dark green, elliptic to oblong leaves are evergreen. 

Shade to part shade   Zone 5-8 

  

 

RHODO. CAT ALBUM Dense-growing evergreen shrub valued for its large trusses of showy 

flowers. Prefers cooler regions but some protection from winter wind is 

helpful. Very effective as an accent. Follow a regular watering schedule 

during the first growing season to establish a deep, extensive root 

system. Provide well drained soil, rich in organic matter. Feed with an 

acid fertilizer after bloom. Keep roots cool with a thick layer of mulch. 

Grows to the height of 6 feet tall and wide. Part shade    Zone 5 

 

 

RHODO. NOVA ZEMBLA Full upright grower with glossy dark green foliage. Moderate growing to 

5 ft. tall and wide. Appears to be the most popular of all reds. Quite 

cold tolerant and heat resistant. Produces a beautiful array of red-

lavender blooms. Great in mid-west or southern landscapes. Part sun    

Zone 5 
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RHODO. OLGA Olga is blanketed in stunning clusters of lightly-scented hot pink 

trumpet-shaped flowers at the ends of the branches in mid spring. One 

of the hardier varieties, this broadleaf evergreen shrub has showy 

orange-pink flowers in spring on an upright habit, interesting fall 

coloration; absolutely must have well-drained, highly acidic and organic 

soil, use plenty of peat moss when planting. Grows to 6’ tall with a 5 

foot spread. Part sun to shade    Zone 4 

  

 

RHODO. PJM COMPACT These hybrids are compact, rounded, small-leaved, evergreen shrubs 

that generally grow up to 4’ tall and wide and are noted for having 

exceptional winter hardiness. Lavender, rose or pink flowers bloom in 

clusters in April. Elliptic, hairless, leathery, dark green leaves. Foliage 

acquires purple tones in winter. Part sun to shade   Zone 4-8 

  

 

RHODO. ROSEUM ELEGANS This selection is hardy to 25 degrees below zero with excellent heat 

tolerance. Produces a beautiful array of Rosy-lilac flowers in May 

against dense, smooth foliage. Acidic-soil loving broad-leaf evergreens. 

Plant in a location protected from strong winter winds. Roseum Elegans 

loves to be planted with pre-moistened peat moss, and well-drained 

soil. The height on this is 6’ tall and wide. Sun to part shade   Zone 5-8 
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ROSE, ABRAHAM DARBY TEA Old fashioned, large 5" cupped, very fragrant blooms of rich shades of 

apricot at times touched with gold. 100 petals. The flowers are 

produced in good numbers throughout the season on a great plant with 

disease resistance. May also be grown as a climbing rose. Glossy green 

foliage. Outstanding.  Can grow up to 6’ tall and wide. Continually 

blooming. Full sun   Zone 6-9 

  

 

ROSE, CHRYSLER IMPERIAL TEA This timeless classic is a perfect example of what a hybrid tea should be 

high centered, velvety, strongly scented and with a great repeat. The 

large, shapely, dark red blooms are held on long stems clothed with 

dark green leaves. While happiest in hot temperatures, it doesn't 

disappoint wherever it calls home. 45 to 50 petals. 4-6 feet tall. Full sun    
Zone 6                                                                                  

 

 

ROSE, CROCUS ROSE TEA This is a very robust and free flowering rose, bearing large, rosette-

shaped flowers that are cupped at first; the petals later re-flexing. The 

color is soft apricot, paling to cream on the outer petals, the whole 

flower paling to cream with age. The blooms are produced very freely, 

in large clusters elegantly poised on the end of slightly arching stems. 

They have a delightful Tea Rose fragrance. 3 1/2" bloom with 41 petals. 
Grows 4’ tall and 3’ wide.  Full sun    Zone 5         
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ROSE, FIGHT. TEMERAIRE TEA The fully open flowers are very large, 4-5" across, have only 10 petals. 

By the time the petals are ready to drop, the color has faded to a soft 

yellow-apricot. This rose is particularly healthy and vigorous and will 

develop into a most attractive rounded shrub. The fragrance is medium 

to strong, very fruity with a strong element of lemon zest. 4-5 feet tall. 

Full sun    Zone 6         

 

 

ROSE, JOHN F. KENNEDY TEA Long, ovoid, green buds open to display a white/white blend 5 1/2" rose 

with 48 petals has a fragrance of licorice. The upright bushy repeat 

blooming plant has an abundance of dark green leathery foliage. Grows 

up to 5’ tall and 3’ wide.  Full sun    Zone 5-10         

  

 

ROSE, LICHFIELD ANGEL TEA The flowers of this rose commence as charming peachy pink cups, 

gradually opening to form neatly cupped rosettes. Each bloom has a 

perfect ring of creamy-apricot waxy petals enclosing numerous smaller 

petals. Eventually the petals turn back to form a large, domed, creamy-

white flower. The overall effect in the mass in sunshine is almost pure 

white. Forms a rounded shrub which, with its blooms nodding 

attractively on the branch. 4 feet tall and 3 feet wide.  Full sun   Zone 5 
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ROSE, MUNSTEAD WOOD TEA The flowers of this variety are in fact light crimson in the bud but, as the 

center gradually reveals itself, it becomes a very deep velvety crimson 

while the outer petals remain rather lighter in color. They are of large 

size and cupped at first, becoming shallowly cupped with time.  

The growth is quite bushy, forming a broad shrub with good disease-

resistance. The leaves are mid-green; the younger leaves being red-

bronze to form a nice contrast. There is a strong Old Rose fragrance 

with a fruity note. 3 feet tall and 2.5 feet wide. Full sun   Zone 5 

  

 

ROSE, PEACE TEA Beautiful, large, heavy cupped to high centered 6" blooms (petals 45) of 

golden primrose-yellow with soft rose-pink shadings on what should be 

a strong growing continual blooming bush with large, rich-green, 

leathery foliage. Our plants of 'Peace' will be more winter hardy being 

own-root and virus free. Makes a good cut flower. Grows to 4’ tall and 

3’ wide.  Full sun    Zone 5 

  

 

ROSE, TEASING GEORGIA TEA A superb deep yellow cup-flowered rose, whose outer petals turn back 

and are a paler yellow. This is equally good as a climber or as a shrub 

and should grow to 6-8 ft. Medium to strong fragrance. Full sun   Zone 5
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ROSE, CAREFREE CAROLINE Lots of coral-orange double flowers. Dwarf plants, with very attractive 

foliage. Perfect for small gardens, hillsides, and perennial beds. 

Continuous blooms from spring to frost.  Grows 2 feet tall and 3 feet 

wide. Full sun   Zone 5 

 

 

ROSE, CAREFREE DIANA Beautiful single yellow-centered, pure white flowers. Dwarf plants, with 

very attractive foliage. Perfect for small gardens, hillsides, and 

perennial beds. 2 feet tall and 3 feet wide. Full sun Zone 5 

  

 

ROSE, DOUBLE KNOCKOUT Knock Out is a compact, tidy shrub rose and resistant to black-

spot.  Blooms are fire engine red in cool weather and a cherry red in the 

summer months. The foliage is a dark purplish green and turns to 

burgundy in the fall. Tough foliage and blooms. Knock Out is drought 

tolerant and If left un-pruned, and they can easily grow to be more than 

3-4' wide x 3-4' tall. Full sun  Zone 5 
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ROSE, DRIFT APRICOT A true groundcover rose with bright double apricot flower 

blooms. They are extremely prolific bloomers of soft peach 

colored flowers from early spring right on thru till hard frost. Can 
grow to 2 ft tall and 3 ft. wide.  Full sun   Zone 4

 

 

 

ROSE, DRIFT CORAL Repeat-bloomers that are tough, disease resistant, winter hardy and 

virtually maintenance-free. Drift Roses are a cross between full-size 

groundcover roses and miniature roses. From the former they 

kept toughness, disease resistance and winter hardiness. 
Continuously blooming from spring to frost. 1.5 feet tall and 2.5 feet 

wide.  Full sun   Zone 4-11 

  

 

ROSE, DRIFT PEACH Repeat-bloomers that are tough, disease resistant, winter hardy and 

virtually maintenance-free. Drift Roses are a cross between full-size 

groundcover roses and miniature roses. From the former they 

kept toughness, disease resistance and winter hardiness. 
Continuously blooming from spring to frost. 1.5 feet tall and 2.5 feet 

wide. Full sun   Zone 4-11 

  

 



ROSE, DRIFT PINK Repeat-bloomers that are tough, disease resistant, winter hardy and 

virtually maintenance-free. Drift Roses are a cross between full-size 

groundcover roses and miniature roses. From the former they 

kept toughness, disease resistance and winter hardiness. 
Continuously blooming from spring to frost. 1.5 feet tall and 2.5 feet 

wide.  Full sun   Zone 4-11 

  

ROSE, DRIFT POPCORN Repeat-bloomers that are tough, disease resistant, winter hardy and 

virtually maintenance-free. Drift Roses are a cross between full-size 

groundcover roses and miniature roses. From the former they 

kept toughness, disease resistance and winter hardiness. 
Continuously blooming from spring to frost. 1.5 feet tall and 2.5 feet 

wide. Full sun    Zone 4-11 

  

 

ROSE, DRIFT RED Repeat-bloomers that are tough, disease resistant, winter hardy and 

virtually maintenance-free. Drift Roses are a cross between full-size 

groundcover roses and miniature roses. From the former they 

kept toughness, disease resistance and winter hardiness. 
Continuously blooming from spring to frost. 1.5 feet tall and 2.5 feet 

wide. Full sun   Zone 4-11 
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ROSE, DRIFT SWEET Repeat-bloomers that are tough, disease resistant, winter hardy and 

virtually maintenance-free. Drift Roses are a cross between full-size 

groundcover roses and miniature roses. From the former they 

kept toughness, disease resistance and winter hardiness. 
Continuously blooming from spring to frost. 1.5 feet tall and 2.5 feet 

wide. Full sun   Zone 4-11 

  

ROSE, FJ GOOTENDORST Displays clusters of blooms with frilled edges and a spicy fragrance. 

These cute flowers resemble fringed carnations. It has crinkly, bright 

green foliage on a bushy, vigorous, upright shrub and blooms from June 

until frost. Grows 3-4 feet tall. Full sun   Zone 4-8 

  

 

ROSE, FRAU DAGMAR The fragrant, silvery-pink blooms are followed by large brick red hips in 

the fall. The foliage is bright green, crinkled and disease resistant 

turning reddish-purple then gold in autumn. The yellow/gold fall color is 

certainly contrasted with red hips. Very hardy and grows 3-4 feet tall. 

Full sun   Zone 4-8 
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ROSE, HOME RUN Home Run is a true-red rose with continuous blooms and top level 

disease resistance to both black spot and powdery mildew. Foliage has a 

naturally rounded shape and dense dark green color. It is heat tolerant, 

cold hardy and requires no deadheading. Grows 4-5 feet tall. Full sun  

Zone 4-9                                                                          

 

 

 

ROSE, KNOCKOUT RED Knock Out is a compact, tidy shrub rose and resistant to black-

spot.  Blooms are fire engine red in cool weather and a cherry red in the 

summer months. The foliage is a dark purplish green and turns to 

burgundy in the fall. Tough foliage and blooms. Knock Out is drought 

tolerant and If left un-pruned, and they can easily grow to be more than 

3-4' wide x 3-4' tall. Petal count 5-11. Full sun   Zone 5-9 

   

 

ROSE, KNOCKOUT SUNNY Fragrant, bright yellow flowers mature to a cream color and are 

produced continuously and profusely. Extraordinary resistance to 

common rust, mildew and black spot foliage diseases. Makes a superb 

low hedge. Deciduous. Grows 3-4 feet tall. Full sun   Zone 4-9 
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ROSE, WHITEOUT Pure white blooms that pop against dark foliage. This compact 

landscape shrub produces 3-3½" flowers with yellow centers and a 

lovely citrus fragrance. Dark green and burgundy foliage. Drought-

tolerant. Reaches 3-4' tall and wide. Full sun   Zone 5-9 

 

 

 

SMOKEBUSH, ROYAL PURPLE Forms an upright, low branched, spreading shrub.  It makes a wonderful 

accent as a shrub border, can be planted as a specimen, or as a patio 

tree. Royal Purple Smokebush displays beautiful, velvety, dark purple 

foliage throughout the growing season, with panicles of smoky-purple 

to beige flowers blooming in mid-summer.  This gives the effect of a 

cloud of smoke.  Grows up to 8-10 feet tall.  Full sun to part shade   

Zone 5-8             

 

 

SMOKE TREE, VELVET CLOAK A rare and excellent selection with smoky purple foliage that is almost 

black. Rosy plumes are produced in summer and fade to a smoky gray. 

Shrub matures at 15 feet tall and 8 feet wide. Great for a color accent 

plant.  Full sun   Zone 4-8  
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SNOWBERRY, CANDY This is a dwarf variety of the classic Snowberry bush. Vibrant green 

foliage on arching branches that explodes in elegant pink flowers 

throughout summer.  As autumn approaches your blooms will merge 

into plump, pink berries. Winter brings a drop of the foliage, but the 

berries will remain to add decorative interest to your yard. Grows 3-4 

feet tall and wide. Full to part sun   Zone 4-8 

 

 

 

SNOWBERRY, SWEET A dwarf variety of an old favorite, this smaller version of the traditional 

Snowberry is a must have for any yard. Resplendent in pink summer 

flowers and fall berries, your Sweet Sensation features a deeper pink 

shade than some other varieties. The silver-green foliage sets off the 

gracefully arching branches, and the dramatic pink blossoms are an 

addition to the vibrant shades of summer. Even when the flowers drop, 

the decorative pink berries will remain to liven up the dull shades of fall 

and winter. This will reach a height of 3-4 feet tall and wide. Full sun 

Zone 4-8 

 

 

SPIREA, ASH LEAF Dwarf variety with appealing orange, yellow, and green foliage in spring 

and fall. Improved form of Sorbaria with better branching and a denser, 

compact habit. Panicles of white flowers in summer. Grows 4-6 feet tall 

and wide. Full sun   Zone 4 
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SPIREA, DOUBLEPLAY ART. Double Play Spireas have both colorful flowers and colorful foliage. Rich 

purple red new growth in spring complements deep pink summer 

flowers. Maintains its compact, mounded shape with very little pruning, 

and has more vivid color than other Spirea varieties. Grows to 3 ft. tall 

and wide   Full sun   Zone 4        

 

 

SPIREA, DP BING BANG With its dazzling display of colorful foliage and flowers, this fantastic 

selection provides beauty in the landscape from spring through fall! 

Emerging spring foliage glows orange, transitions to deep yellow all 

summer long, returning to rich golden orange in autumn. Massive pink 

flowers are the largest we've ever seen on a Spirea. Grows to 3 ft. tall 

and wide   Full sun   Zone 4       

  

 

SPIREA, GOLDFLAME Dense, upright mounded shrub features attractive bronze-tinged new 

growth in spring, maturing to soft yellow-green. Fall foliage color is 

brilliant coppery-orange. Provides wonderful contrast in shrub borders. 

Good heat tolerance. Deciduous. Grows 3- 4 ft. tall and wide.  Full sun   

Zone 4           
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SPIREA, GOLDMOUND             A bushy plant with bright yellow foliage all summer. Clusters of light 

pink flowers in early summer. Outstanding accent plant for color or 

contrast in foundation planting. Reaches a height of 3 feet with a 

spread of 3 to 4 feet. Full to part sun   Zone 4 

  

 

SPIREA, LITTLE PRINCESS Dwarf mounding shrub growing to 2 feet tall and 3 feet wide. Dainty 

clusters of pink blossoms in summer create quite a show against the 

mint green foliage. Excellent groundcover or dwarf specimen. A nice 

plant for small areas. Full sun    Zone 4 

  

 

SPIREA, MAGIC CARPET This great introduction from England has smaller, more uniform 

compact growth habit maturing at 18 to 24 inches tall and 24 inches 

wide. The foliage is brighter, the flowers are darker pink and it is more 

resistant to mildews and leaf spot. Full to part sun    Zone 4 
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SPIREA, RENAISSANCE An upright, arching shrub that becomes a fountain of white flowers in 

spring. Dark blue-green disease-resistant leaves turn orangish-red in fall. 

Grows 5 to 7 feet high by 6 to 8 feet wide. Full to part sun    Zone 3 

 

 

SPIREA, SUNDROP Beautiful sprays of pink flowers on a compact plant with golden foliage. 

A natural dwarf with a rounded habit, requires little or no 

pruning.  Foliage holds its color even in the summer heat.  Hardier than 

most golden spiraea. Grows 12-15 inches high and 2-3 feet wide. Full 

sun to part shade   Zone 4        

 

 

SPIREA, TOR The neat mound of rich green foliage provides the ideal backdrop for 

tight clusters of brilliant white flowers. Foliage becomes gold, red and 

purple in autumn. Fantastic planted in mass, lining a walkway or as a 

foundation plant. Deciduous. Compact, rounded shrub 3 to 4 ft. tall and 

wide.  Full sun   Zone 4                  
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SPRUCE, DWARF ALBERTA A very slow growing, conical form, Spruce that matures at a height of 5 

to 7 feet and a width of 5 feet. New foliage is bright green, changing 

slowly to bluish-green. Excellent accent or novelty evergreen plant. 

Great in containers. Full sun   Zone 4 

  

 

SPRUCE, GLOBE BLUE A true dwarf spruce with a low graft, provides an eye-catching specimen 

in the landscape. This compact spruce has bluish-white needles and a 

globe-shape habit maturing at 3 foot high with a similar width. Full to 

part sun   Zone 2     

         

 

 

SPRUCE, GLOBE BLUE STD. Globe Blue Spruce (tree form) will grow to be about 6 feet tall at 

maturity, with a spread of 5 feet. It tends to be leggy, with a typical 

clearance of 3 feet from the ground, and should be under planted with 

lower-growing perennials. It grows at a slow rate, and under ideal 

conditions can be expected to live for 60 years or more. Full to part sun   

Zone 2       
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ST. JOHNS WORT, AMES An evergreen shrub or subshrub with upright branching that typically 

grows in a dense mound to 2-3’ tall. It features narrow, linear-oblong, 

bluish-green leaves in pairs and 5-petaled, golden yellow flowers in 

cymes in mid to late summer. Full sun to part shade    Zone 4-7 

  

 

ST. JOHNS WORT, BL. VELVET A sun-loving, mounding, and densely branched shrub with lustrous blue-

green foliage. Bright, clear yellow flowers blanket this disease resistant 

plant in late spring. Will grow 3- 4 feet tall with an equal spread. Full 

sun   Zone 4              

 

ST. JOHNS WORT, SUNBURST Sunburst is a small, dense, upright, mounded deciduous shrub with 

attractive blue-green foliage. It has large, golden-yellow flowers in mid-

summer. Foliage may be semi-evergreen to evergreen in the southern 

part of its growing range. Mature size is 3 to 4 feet tall and wide. Full 

sun to part shade    Zone 5    
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ST. JOHNS WORT,SUNNY BLVD These flowers appear on a densely branched hybrid shrub with willow-

like leaves. This shrub blooms from July until September with small, but 

numerous, rich yellow flowers. Being a versatile shrub, it is widely 

adaptable but thrives best in moist, well-drained soil and is tolerant of 

some drought but it will not tolerate any standing water. Grows 2-3 feet 

tall and wide. Full sun to part shade   Zone 4-8 

 

 

SUMAC, GRO-LOW FRAG. Sparkling foliage and a low, wide-spreading habit make this fragrant 

sumac selection perfect for soil erosion control. The plant reaches 2 

feet tall and spreads rapidly up to 8 feet. It has small, yellow, aromatic 

flowers in the spring, followed by red hairy fruit. Fall foliage is orange to 

scarlet. Full sun to part shade   Zone 4 

  

SUMAC, PRAIRIE FLAME Prairie Flame develops into a compact, multi-stemmed shrub that is 

drought tolerant, and it does especially well in dry and rocky soil, and 

grows best in full sun. This Shining Sumac has outstanding showy red 

orange fall color, is a non-fruiting male clone, and is drought tolerant. 

Grows 5-6 feet tall and 4-6 feet wide. Full sun to part shade    Zone 4-8 
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SUMAC, SMOOTH A thicket-forming shrub or small tree with a spreading crown. Leaves 

alternate, feather-compound, central leaf-stem smooth, leaflets with tip 

pointed, base rounded, upper surface dark green, shiny; lower surface 

lighter to conspicuously white, smooth. Leaves turn red in fall. Can grow 

up to 20 feet tall.  Full sun to part shade    Zone 2-9 

 - 

 

SUMAC, STAGHORN This small tree sometimes grows as a tall shrub. Its irregular crown is 

made up of a few stout, spreading branches. It often sprouts from roots 

and forms thickets. It grows in well drained to dry soils in open areas 

and old fields, at forest edges, and along roadways. Grows up to 25 feet 

tall. Full sun to part shade   Zone 3-9 

  

 

SUMAC, TIGER EYES The new growth is a vivid chartreuse green, changing to a bright yellow 

summer color. The leaf stems are purplish-pink and form a dramatic 

contrast with the lemon-lime foliage. A luminous combination of yellow, 

orange and intense scarlet is displayed in the fall. Grows 3-6’ tall and 

wide.  Full sun to part shade   Zone 4    
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SWEETSHRUB, HART. WINE Hartlage Wine is a deciduous shrub. A splendid new shrub notable for 

the large and showy wine-red flowers about 2.5 inches in diameter 

which appear over an extended period in spring and summer. Plant in 

fertile, well-drained soil in semi-shade. Grows to the height of 10 feet 

tall and the spread of 8 feet wide. Sun to part shade   Zone 6-9 

  

 

SWEETSHRUB, VENUS Large, magnolia-like white flowers with yellow and purple central 

markings are delightfully fragrant in early summer and appear 

intermittently thru the season. Glossy green foliage matures to a golden 

yellow in autumn. Reaches 5 feet tall and 5 feet wide. Full sun to part 

shade   Zone 5-8                    

 

 

TAMARISK, SUMMER GLOW Rosy flower spikes all summer. Interesting foliage effect of feathery 

silver blue. Gets to the height of 10 feet tall with an 8 foot spread. Full 

sun    Zone 2-7      
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TRUMPET VINE, SUM. JAZZ The Summer Jazz series are compact and tame. Summer Jazz™ Gold has 
showy yellow blooms late summer to early fall on a moderate climber 
reaching 3 feet tall and wide. Full sun   Zone 5  

 

 

TRUMPET VINE, IND. SUM. Produces clusters of orange-red trumpet-shaped flowers to 3” long from 
late spring into early summer. Each flower is yellowish orange with a 
reddish throat. Reaches up to 15’ tall with a 5’ spread.  Full sun to part 
shade    Zone 4         

 

 

TRUMP. VINE, MADAM GAL. It produces trumpet-shaped, cantaloupe-orange to salmon-red flowers 
which appear in loose clusters throughout the summer. It is a woody, 
clinging vine which attaches itself to structures and climbs by aerial 
rootlets. It rapidly grows 15-25' high with a 12’ spread.  Full sun to part 
shade   Zone 4       
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WEIGELA, BURGANDY FIRE Mounded and upright: Fuchsia colored flowers: Green foliage turns 
bronze to red with cool temperatures. Grows to the height of 4 feet tall 
and 4 feet wide. Full sun   Zone 5       

 

 

WEIGELA, WINE AND ROSES This weigela cultivar is a densely-rounded deciduous shrub which 
typically grows 4-5' tall with a slightly larger spread. It is primarily grown 
for its profuse reddish-pink spring flowers and its purple foliage. Elliptic 
to obovate, glossy, burgundy-purple leaves turn very dark purple in 
autumn. Full sun    Zone 4                  

 

 

WEIGELA, WINGS OF FIRE Large, broad leaves are bronze-colored from early summer to fall, 
intensified by the sun. Stems are red with pink flowers in early summer. 
Has a compact habit growing 4 to 5 feet tall and wide. Resistant to wind 
and rain damage. Full sun   Zone 4               
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WILLOW, FLAME This is an interesting plant for its dense branching habit, winter bark 
color of orange to red and unusual curling of the branch tips. Excellent 
as a tall windbreak shrub or background plant, the foliage hangs on long 
after the leaves of other plants have fallen. Grows 20 feet tall and 15-20 
feet wide. Full to part sun    Zone 3-6 

   

 

WISTERIA, AMETHYST This spectacular twining vine grows about a third the rate of Asian 
wisteria, making it better suited for smaller spaces. Fast grower with 
stems 8 to 10 ft. long. Slightly fragrant purple racemes bloom at an 
early age. Great in containers for porch or patio, as an espalier onto a 
trellis, or trained up an arbor. Deciduous. Full sun  Zone 5

 

 

WISTERIA, AUNT DEE A proven hardy selection graced with 8 to 12 in. long clusters of lilac 
blue flowers. Superb for covering a trellis, pillar, fence, rail or arbor. 
Twining stems 15 to 25 ft. long. Tolerates wet soils better and more 
restrained than Asian Wisterias. Native to the southeast U.S. Deciduous. 
Full sun   Zone 4                  
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WISTERIA, BLUE MOON Dependably blooms up to three times in a growing season once 
established, producing beautiful, foot-long racemes of fragrant, pea-like 
lavender-blue flowers. Twining stems 15 to 25 ft. long. Cloaks shade 
arbors and structures. Ideal for arching over gateways and entries or 
along the top of a wall. Deciduous. Full sun   Zone 4 

 

 

WISTERIA, COOKES PURP. Cooke’s Purple’ is a deciduous woody flowering vine that climbs through 
a twining method and can reach up to 30’. Chinese Wisteria will flower 
in the spring before the foliage emerges. The purple flowers are held in 
grape-like clusters and are extremely fragrant. Full sun   Zone 5        

 

 

WISTERIA, PROLIFICA Prolific is noted for its prolific bloom of lilac blue flowers in spring 
sometimes extending into early summer. It typically flowers at an earlier 
age and with greater abundance than species plants. In contrast to the 
very similar Japanese wisteria, Chinese wisteria differs by 
counterclockwise twining. Twining to 25’ long with an 8’ spread.  Full 
sun  Zone 4     
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WITCHHAZEL, ANGELLY A vigorous, upright spreading shrub. Come February branches are 
covered with small clusters of pale yellow, long-petaled blooms that are 
slightly fragrant. Good yellow fall color. Grows to 13’ tall with a 13’ 
spread.  Full sun  Zone 5    

 

 

WITCHHAZEL, ARNOLDS PROM Arnold Promise is an upright, vase-shaped cultivar with ascending 

branches and a spreading habit. It will typically grow 12-15’ tall and is 

noted for its sweetly fragrant flowers and later bloom than most of the 

other cultivars. Clusters of bright yellow flowers, crinkled petals and a 

reddish-green cup, bloom along the stems in February to March. Yellow-

orange to yellow fall color can be quite attractive. Full sun to part shade   

Zone 5-8      

 

WITCHHAZEL, DIANE Diane is a red-flowered form with spreading branches. It typically grows 

to 8-12’ tall and to 10-15’ wide over 10 years. It is noted for its winter-

blooming, mildly fragrant, and red to copper-red flowers. Broad-oval 

green leaves turn attractive shades of yellow, orange and red in fall. Full 

sun to part shade    Zone 5               
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WITCHHAZEL, JELENA  Jelena is an upright cultivar with ascending branches and a spreading 

habit. It will typically grow slowly to 8-12’ tall, and is noted for its 

winter-blooming, sweetly fragrant, copper flowers, each having four 

narrow, ribbon-like, crinkly petals. Axillary clusters of these flowers 

bloom along the stems in February to March. Broad-oval, green leaves. 

Orange-red fall color is usually quite attractive. Full to part sun  Zone 5-8 

 

 

WITCHHAZEL, SUNBURST Sunburst is an upright, vase-shaped cultivar with ascending branches 

and a spreading habit. It typically grows to 12' tall and to 8' wide. 

Clusters of lemon-yellow, spider-like flowers with narrow petals to 1" in 

late January to February. Broad-oval, bright green leaves. Yellow-orange 

to yellow fall color can be quite attractive. Full sun to part shade       

Zone 5-8      

 

 

WITCHHAZEL, VERNAL Vernal Witch Hazel is a winter-blooming, ornamental shrub.  It has an 

extremely early (January-March), and lengthy bloom period.  New 

growth brings additional color as leaves emerge a glorious bronze-

red. Vernal Witch Hazel is a deciduous shrub with a rounded habit.  It 

typically grows 6-10' tall with a somewhat larger spread. Full sun to full 

shade    Zone 5-8         
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YEW, CAPITATA A wonderful Yew selection with a natural compact, dense, pyramidal 

growth habit. In its native habitat, it will grow to as much as 30-50’ tall. 

It features linear, spiny-tipped, dark green needles. Leaves are often 

tinged yellow beneath. Foliage may turn reddish-brown or yellow in 

winter. Full sun to part shade    Zone 4-7  

 

 

YEW, COLUMNAR An upright, almost columnar growing Yew that is extremely hardy in the 

north. Deep green needles densely cover the plant which produces 

bright red berries in the fall. This slow grower reaches 10 to 12 feet tall 

by 3 to 4 feet wide.  Part sun   Zone 4 

  

 

YEW, DENSI The most versatile and popular Yew. It has a low-growing, wide-

spreading habit with a very dense center and dark green needles. 

Excellent for foundation plantings and as a specimen plant. Reaches 3 

to 5 feet tall and 6 to 8 feet wide. Full sun to full shade    Zone 4 
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